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QUESTION 1 
Which interchangeable format allows you to easily transfer and deploy multiple related workflows 
between environments and is supported by FileNet BPM 5.1? 
 

A. XPDL 

B. BPEL 

C. WSDL 

D. BPMN 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
What administration tools can be used to export FileNet objects from one environment to another? 
 

A. FileNet Enterprise Manager and Process Task Manager 

B. Process Configuration Console and Process Administrator 

C. Process Configuration Console and Process Task Manager 

D. FileNet Enterprise Manager and Process Configuration Console 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
A workflow step has multiple outgoing paths, and there is a routing condition on each path. The 
routing conditions are based on workflow data field values. How does the Process Engine route a 
work item when it is dispatched from that workflow step, but its data fields do not fulfill any of the 
routing conditions? 
 

A. The work item is terminated. 

B. The work item goes to the Conductor queue. 

C. The work item takes the first path in the routing order. 

D. The work item stays at the same workflow step after being dispatched. 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
In order to create custom application interfaces without application programming, which two tools 
could be used? (Choose two.) 
 

A. IBM Lotus Forms 

B. IBM FileNet eForms 

C. IBM Enterprise Records 

D. Java Step processor template 

E. HTML Step processor template 

 
Answer: AB 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
How can you turn on Process Engine tracing? 
 



A. Use the vwtool trace command 

B. Use the vwspy process command 

C. Use the Process Task Manager (PTM) 

D. Use the trace button in Process Administrator 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
The P8 FileNet BPM Process Engine server ships with a sample log4j properties file in the 
<process_engine_instance_name>/data directory that can be used to turn on client side logging 
for the Process Engine client features. What is the name of the sample client log4j properties file? 
 

A. log4j.properties.sample 

B. fnlog4j.properties.sample 

C. clientlogging.properties.sample 

D. visualworkflow4j.properties.sample 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
You want to know the total number of work objects in an isolated region. You have access to the 
process engine server command line. Which command should you use? 
 

A. vwtool count command 

B. vwtool dump command 

C. vwtool config command 

D. vwtool loadstatus command 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 8 
What is the difference between deleting work and terminating work in Process Administrator? 
 

A. Delete Work command processes the work item to completion while the Terminate Work command  
will send the work item to the Terminate map. 

B. Delete Work command ends processing of that work item while Terminate Work command sends  
the work to the Terminate map and immediately issues a second terminate command. 

C. Delete Work command locks the work item, a modification is made and the work item is dispatched  
to the next step while the Terminate Work item reassigns the work item to a different participant. 

D. Delete Work command sends the work to the Terminate map and immediately issues a second  
terminate command, while the Terminate Work command ends processing of that work item without  
sending it to the Terminate map. 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 9 
Which of these commands is used to start the Process Engine Manager manually on an AIX 
environment? 
 



A. whatsup 

B. startpemgr 

C. vwtaskman 

D. initfnsw -y start 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 10 
If you assign a group to the Configuration group in the Process Task Manager Security tab what 
can the members of the group do? 
 

A. The members of the group can modify Site Preferences. 

B. The members of the group can assign Access Roles to users and groups. 

C. The members of the group can modify any workflow map in Process Designer. 

D. The members of the group can make configuration changes to the workflow database. 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 11 
What does initializing an isolated region in configuration console do? 
 

A. It recreates the entire workflow database. 

B. It creates the database views for the queues and rosters 

C. It adds more queues, rosters and event logs to the existing structure. 

D. It removes all of the current structures and data, and recreates the initial configuration. 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 12 
What two tasks can you carry out using the Process Administrator tool? (Choose two.) 
 

A. Design workflow solutions. 

B. Edit workflow data and properties. 

C. Manage the workflow database configuration. 

D. Display statistical information about workflow. 

E. Assign users to or remove users from a workflow group. 

 
Answer: BE 
 
 
QUESTION 13 
What can the vwlog utility do? 
 

A. It can display the database views. 

B. It can display the load on the system. 

C. It can show the step processors that are configured in the workflow database. 

D. It can move log records and purge log data from the Process Engine database. 

 
Answer: D 


